X® LINE™ offers reliable and cost effective tyre solution for long haulers, bringing fuel efficiency and excellent durability

01 Low rolling resistant tread compound*

02 Even wear for longer tyre mileage and lower operating cost

03 Enhanced safety and reliability for reduced downtime

* When fitted to all positions
More tyres available on our website: xxxxxxxxxxxx
TECHNOLOGY

Fuel efficiency
- Excellent fuel efficiency thanks to new rolling resistance design technology

Even wear
- New tread rubber compound for low wear rate tread rubber and higher tread life

Enhanced safety and reliability
- New tread pattern design providing optimal grip on wet roads and winter conditions

POSITIONING MAP

WHEEL POSITION

AVAILBLE SIZES
385/55R22.5 - 385/65R22.5 - 445/45R19.5 - 295/60R22.5 - 295/80R22.5 - 315/60R22.5 - 12R22.5 - 11R22.5